INTRODUCTION
In approximation theory the so-called Bernstein 
Throughout this note, the sign N denotes the set of nonnegative integer. It is well-known that the basis functions Pk(X), Mk(X) and Snk(X) correspond with the binomial distribution, Pascal distribution and Poisson distribution, respectively in probability theory. If we replace parameter n in Pascal distribution by continuous (1 x) M,k(X) P(X,x k) (4) where X,t denotes a random variable, x E (0, 1] is a parameter, k E N, and [a+k-
In approximation theory it is important to estimate the abovementioned basis functions and some other basis functions of approximation operators. Specially, these estimations play key roles in studying rates of convergence of approximation operators for functions of bounded variation and bounded functions (cf. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ). Recently, the exact bounds of basis functions P,,(x) and M,,k(X) (discrete parameter) have been determined in [1] . In this note further research is made for the cases of continuous parameter, for other univariate basis functions of approximation operators and for the corresponding multivariate basis functions of approximation operators.
BOUNDS FOR UNIVARIATE BASIS FUNCTIONS
We first consider the case of continuous parameter a > 0, i.e., negative binomial distribution (4) 
Then, by calculation and using Lemma 1, it follows that
Therefore G(a, k) is monotone increasing for a by the fact that
On the other hand, using Stirling's formula: lim_.+oo((F(a+ 1))/ ((c/e)'2x/-))= (cf. [11, or 12 , Chapter 21), we get by direct
e-(k+l/2) (10)
Hence from (9) xl/2Ma,k(
Inequality (5) x/Snk(X) <_ H(j) -, (13) where the coefficient H(j)= ((j+l/2)J+l/2/j!) e estimate order n-1/2 are the best possible. 
From (14) we deduce that the estimate order n (13) is the best possible.
-1/2 (for n---, +c) in From [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Proof If x k/n, then
The right hand inequality of (16) is due to the fact that (1 +(l/n)) + /2 is monotone decreasing. Direct calculation gives limn+A(n,k)= e -k. Hence, it follows for x k/n that k)
Below we prove that
In fact Pnd"h(Xl'X2) <-87rnxlx2(1 Xl x2)'
where the coefficient v//(87r/) and the estimate order n possible.
-1 are the best Proof We can write P,,,:,a,_ (x x2) 
Again, we find that for any nonnegative integers, j, j2 satisfying jl +j2 < n, there holds
The sign of equality holds in (25) if and only if j =j2 n/3.
Note that 0 < x +x2 < 1, from (21), (22), (24) and (25) It is known that Pn,j, jk(Xl,... ,Xk) corresponds with the multinomial distribution (Dn,x,,... ,Dn,xk) with parameters (n, x,...,xk, 1 x xk) in probability theory, i.e., P((Dn,x,,... ,Dn,xk) (jl,... ,jk)) Pn,j, jk(Xl,... ,Xk).
Hence formula (26) also is an exact upper bound for the multinomial distribution in probability theory.
Next we discuss the so-called negative multinomial distribution: mn,j,,j2(x1,x2
(l'l +jl qtj2 1)!x'xk(l'-x, xz) n jl 2!(n 1)! j,j 6 N and (x, x) 6 A, which corresponds with two-dimension Meyer-k6nig and Zeller basis functions over a simplex (el [13, 14] 
